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ABSTRACT The lower-limb exoskeleton for human performance augmentation (LEHPA) in sensitivity
amplification control (SAC) is vulnerable to model parameter uncertainties and unmodeled dynamics due
to its large sensitivity to external disturbances resulting from the positive feedback by the inverse dynamic
model of the exoskeleton. This paper firstly proposes to combine SAC with deep reinforcement learning
(DRL) to reduce the dependence on the model accuracy and tackle the ever-changing human-exoskeleton
interaction (HEI) dynamics. The sensitivity adjustment is interpreted as finding the optimal policy for a
Markov Decision Process (MDP) and solved using deep reinforcement learning algorithms. To train the
policy safely and efficiently, a multibody simulation environment is created to implement the training
process, accompanied by a novel hybrid inverse-forward dynamics simulation method to carry out the
simulation. For comparison purposes, the SAC controller is introduced as a benchmark. A novel performance
evaluation method based on the HEI forces at the back, thighs, and shanks is proposed to evaluate the control
effect of the trained SADRL controller quantitatively. The SADRL controller is compared with the SAC
controller at five specified walking speeds, resulting in a lumped HEI force ratio as low as 0.54. The total
decrease of HEI forces demonstrates the superior control effect of the SADRL strategy.

INDEX TERMS Lower-limb exoskeleton for human performance augmentation, sensitivity amplification
control, sensitivity adaptation, deep reinforcement learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
The lower-limb exoskeleton for human performance aug-
mentation (LEHPA) is a special class of wearable robotic
system that runs in parallel to the human body, that transfers
the payload weight to the ground, and that enhances human
strength and endurance [1], [2], [3]. Combining the human
intelligence with the robot strength and endurance, the cou-
pled human-exoskeleton system shows a natural superiority
over the biped or quadruped robots in adapting to rough
and unstructured terrains and presents a promising prospect
in performing dangerous and difficult tasks such as battle-
field missions, disaster relief, firefighting, manufacturing,
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etc. [3], [4], [5]. The research on exoskeletons for human
performance augmentation dates from the 1960s and signif-
icant progresses have been made in corresponding aspects
in recent two decades, for example, mechanical design [6],
sensors [7], actuators [8], human motion intention recogni-
tion [9], gait phase detection [10], [11], motion tracking [12],
and so on. Control strategies receive much more attention
of the researchers. Many control strategies have been pro-
posed to improve the performance of the exoskeleton control
system [13], [14], [15].

The most famous control strategy is sensitivity
amplification control (SAC) [16], which is initially
proposed for BLEEX (Berkeley Lower Extremity Exoskele-
ton) [17], the first functional load-carrying and energeti-
cally autonomous exoskeleton developed by U.C. Berkeley’s
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Human Engineering and Robotics Laboratory with the sup-
port of the DARPA Exoskeletons for Human Performance
Augmentation (EHPA) program, and also used in the con-
trol practices of HULC [18], XOS [19], and HLEER [20].
The SAC strategy predicts the human motion intention
using measurements only from the exoskeleton, needing
no direct measurement of bioelectric signals from the pilot
or human-exoskeleton interaction (HEI) force signals from
human-exoskeleton interfaces, which facilitates the reduction
of the system complexity and the enhancement of reliability.
The sensitivity transfer function is defined as the mapping
from the equivalent pilot torque to the exoskeleton angular
velocity and represents how the equivalent human torque
affects the exoskeleton angular velocity. To achieve a large
closed-loop sensitivity transfer function without measuring
equivalent pilot torque directly, the inverse of the exoskeleton
dynamics is used as a positive feedback controller. However,
this leads to the fact that the control effect of SAC depends
heavily on the model accuracy because any error of model
parameter will be amplified and transferred to the system
outputs. To obtain the accurate model, a complex system
identification process is necessarily performed [21]. In the
subsequent hybrid control of BLEEX [22], the kinematic
information of the pilot is measured by seven clinometers
mounted on the human limbs and trunk (two clinometers
on the feet, two on the shanks, two on the thighs and one
on the trunk) to compute the joint angles, which are used
as the targets of the proportional controllers in the stance
phase. These clinometers, however, require careful design
to fasten them to the pilot securely and increase the time to
don and doff BLEEX. Besides, SAC cannot cope with HEI
forces which vary from pilot to pilot and even within one
pilot over time as a function of time and posture. The physical
HEI dynamics is modeled by non-parametric regression [23];
however, the model update frequency is not high enough
to cope with the rapid change of the HEI dynamics. Some
reinforcement learning methods are used to adjust the sensi-
tivity factor online, e.g., policy iteration [24], [25], [26] and
Q-learning [27]. Unfortunately, these tabular solution meth-
ods are not suitable for high-dimensional and continuous
domains due to the curse of dimensionality. Moreover,
in terms of policy iteration, the model-based approach
requires a complete and accurate model of the environment
dynamics, which is usually difficult to acquire.

Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) combines reinforce-
ment learning (RL) with deep learning (DL) by introducing
deep neural networks as approximators of policy and/or value
functions [28], [29]. With compact representations and pow-
erful generalizations of deep neural networks, DL enables
RL to scale up to Markov Decision Process (MDP) problems
with high-dimensional and continuous action spaces, pro-
viding a novel approach to develop controllers for complex
dynamic systems in a model-free manner. DRL has achieved
promising results in locomotion control of physics-based
characters [30], [31], [32] and egged robots [33] including
the humanoid [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], the biped [39], [40],

[41], [42], and the quadruped [43], [44], [45], [46], [47].
However, no attempt has been made to apply DRL to the
controller design of LEHPA systems.

This paper investigates the sensitivity adjustment problem
of the LEHPA system to reduce the dependence on model
accuracy and adapt to the ever-changing HEI dynamics and
proposes the sensitivity adaptation based on deep reinforce-
ment learning (SADRL). Themain contributions of this paper
are as follows.

1) This paper presents a DRL framework to learn walking
controller for the LEHPA systems by formulating the
sensitivity adjustment as finding the optimal policy for
an MDP.

2) This paper proposes a new multibody simulation envi-
ronment for learning the policy and its corresponding
hybrid inverse-forward dynamics simulation method.

3) This paper proposes a new phase partition of the gait
cycle during human level walking according to the
configuration of the feet contacting the ground.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents the Modeling of the LEHPA system
based on the novel gait phase partition; Section III describes
the design of the adaptive control strategy based on DRL;
Section IV describes the multibody simulation environment
and training setup, followed by Section V discussing the
results; Section VI concludes the paper.

II. MODELING OF LEHPA SYSTEM
A. LEHPA SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Our LEHPA system shown in Fig. 1(a), is composed of seven
subassemblies, namely the trunk, thighs, shanks, and feet.
The trunk consists of the waist, the back board, the power
source unit, the controller, and the payload. The width of
the waist, and the lengths of thighs and shanks are designed
adjustable to match different pilots between 1.6m and 1.8m
in height. Each leg has three joints, the hip, knee, and ankle,
and six degrees of freedom (DOFs), the hip flexion/extension,
abduction/adduction, and external/internal rotation, the knee
flexion/extension, and the ankle dorsiflexion/plantarflexion
and eversion/inversion, only two ofwhich, namely the hip and
knee flexion/extension, are powered by joint actuator mod-
ules. Five inertial measurement units (IMUs) are respectively
mounted on the trunk, two shanks, and two feet to measure
the orientation of trunk and two ankle angles and their first
and second order derivatives. A 6-axis load cell is placed
between the pilot trunk and the harness to acquire the HEI
force at the back, and four 3-axis load cells are placed at the
human-exoskeleton interfaces between each limb link and its
corresponding link strap to measure the HEI forces at thighs
and shanks.

In comparison with the movements in the sagittal plane,
the movements in the frontal and transverse planes have very
few dynamic effects on the system and can be considered as
quasi-static maneuvers. This indicates that the effects of the
dynamics in the frontal and transverse planes on the dynamics
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FIGURE 1. Our proposed LEHPA system.

in the sagittal plane can be ignored. For the sake of brevity,
only the dynamics in the sagittal plane are considered in this
work, with angles in the frontal and transverse planes set to
zero. Thus, the exoskeleton can be simplified as the planar
7-link model depicted in Fig. 1(b). The joint definitions in
the sagittal plane are as follows: the hip flexion, knee flexion
and ankle dorsiflexion are defined as positive, while the
hip extension, knee extension and ankle plantarflexion are
negative.

B. PHASE PARTITION
The gait cycle during level walking can be divided into sev-
eral phases according to the configuration of feet contacting
the ground. For a single leg, the gait cycle is divided into
the stance phase and the swing phase: the stance phase is
characterized by the contact between the foot and the ground
and can be further divided into three sub-phases according to
the position of the instantaneous pivot point of the foot, the
sub-phase of the foot pivoting around the heel, the sub-phase
of the foot pivoting around the ankle, and the sub-phase of
the foot pivoting around the toe; the swing phase features the
foot taking off away from the ground. When double legs are
considered simultaneously, the gait cycle is divided into the
double support (DS) phase and the single support (SS) phase;
each of the two phases appears twice in turn and the difference
between the two appearances is the role exchange of two legs.

FIGURE 2. Phase partition for gait cycle during level walking.

It is worth noting that the transition from the double
support phase to the single support phase takes three possible
forms depending on the order of the moment of rear toe-off,
t1, and the moment of the front leg starting pivoting around
ankle, t2: if t1 = t2, the transition route is DST/DSH→SSA;
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if t1 < t2, the transition route is DST/DSH→SSH→SSA; if
t1 > t2, the transition route is DST/DSH→DST/DSA→SSA.
For simplicity, the transition from the double support phase
to the single support phase is assumed to take the first
form. Thus, the transition route during a half of a gait
cycle starting from heel strike is DST/DSH→SSA→SST,
and the whole gait cycle starting from right heel
strike is composed of the phase sequence, LDST/RDSH
→RSSA→RSST→RDST/LDSH→LSSA→LSST, with the
contact configurations of these phases seen in Fig. 2.

C. PHASE-DEPENDENT DYNAMIC MODEL
Given the phase segmentation, the dynamic model of the
LEHPA system consists of three phase-dependent sub-
models: the dynamic model for the DST/DSH phase, the
dynamic model for the SSA phase and the dynamic model
for the SST phase.

1) DYNAMIC MODEL FOR DST/DSH PHASE
The double support phase starts with the heel strike of the
swinging leg and ends with the rear toe-off. In this phase
the front leg pivots around the heel while the rear leg pivots
around the toe. The exoskeleton can bemodeled as two planar
4-DOF serial link mechanisms that are connected to each
other along their uppermost link, shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (d).
The equation of motion of the exoskeleton can be written in
the general form as

MR(mTR, θR)θ̈R + VR(mTR, θR, θ̇R)
+GR(mTR, θR) = τact,R + τHEI ,R

MF (mTF , θF )θ̈F + VF (mTF , θF , θ̇F )
+GF (mTF , θF ) = τact,F + τHEI ,F

(1)

where the subscripts R and F represent the rear leg and
front leg respectively. MR(mTR, θR) and MF (mTF , θF ) are
4 × 4 inertia matrices, VR(mTR, θR, θ̇R) and VF (mTF , θF , θ̇F )
are 4 × 1 centripetal and Coriolis vectors, and GR(mTR, θR)
andGF (mTF , θF ) are 4× 1 gravitational torque vectors. τact,R
and τact,F are 4× 1 actuator torque vectors with their first two
elements set to zero since there is no actuator associated with
ankle angle and angle between the exoskeleton foot and the
ground. τHEI ,R and τHEI ,F are 4 × 1 equivalent HEI torque
vectors imposed by the pilot on the exoskeleton joints. mTR
and mTF are effective trunk masses supported by the rear leg
and front leg respectively, andmT is the total trunk mass such
that

mT = mTR + mTF (2)

The contributions of mT on each leg (i.e. mTR and mTF ) are
chosen as functions of the location of the trunk center of mass
relative to the locations of the pivot points such that

mTF
mTR

=
xTR
xTF

(3)

where xTR is the horizontal distance between the trunk center
of mass and the rear pivot point and xTF is that between the
trunk center of mass and the front pivot point.

2) DYNAMIC MODEL FOR SSA PHASE
The SSA phase represents the period of time from the
moment of rear toe-off and the front leg starting pivot-
ing around ankle to that of the front leg starting pivoting
around toe. In this phase the foot of the stance leg is con-
sidered to be fixed to the ground and the exoskeleton can be
modeled as a planar 6-DOF serial link mechanism, seen in
Fig. 2 (b) and (e). The equation of motion of the exoskeleton
can be expressed as

M (θ )θ̈ + V (θ, θ̇ ) + G(θ ) = τact + τHEI (4)

whereM (θ ) is a 6 × 6 inertia matrix, V (θ, θ̇ ) is a 6 × 1 cen-
tripetal and Coriolis vector, and G(θ) is a 6 × 1 gravitational
torque vector. τact is the 6 × 1 actuator torque vector with its
first and last elements set to zero. τHEI is the 6 × 1 equivalent
HEI torque vector.

3) DYNAMIC MODEL FOR SST PHASE
The SST phase starts at the moment of the stance leg starting
pivoting around toe and ends with the heel strike of the
swinging leg. In this phase the exoskeleton can be modeled as
a 7-DOF serial link mechanism in the sagittal plane, shown in
Fig. 2 (c) and (f). The equation of motion of the exoskeleton
written in the general form is the same as Eq. (4), with the
difference of dimension. The inertia matrix M (θ ) is 7 × 7,
the centripetal and Coriolis vector V (θ, θ̇ ) is 7 × 1, and the
gravitational torque vectorG(θ) is 7× 1. τact is a 7× 1 vector,
with its first two and last elements set to zero. The equivalent
HEI torque vector τHEI is 7 × 1.

III. SENSITIVITY ADAPTATION BASED ON DEEP
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
The SADRL strategy proposed in this work is illustrated
in Fig. 3. The human body is powered by the resultant
torque of the musculoskeletal moment τm and the equivalent
HEI torque τHEI , while the exoskeleton is driven by the resul-
tant torque of the actuator torque τact and the equivalent HEI
torque τHEI . The equivalent HEI torque is an assistance to the
exoskeleton, but a resistance to the pilot. To ensure wearing
comfort, the exoskeleton is expected to move as consistently
as possible with the pilot to reduce the resistance; that is, the
exoskeleton is desired to be transparent to the pilot. To this
end, the exoskeleton is required to be highly sensitive to pilot
forces and torques, which is opposite to the classical and
modern control theory where negative feedback loops with
large gains are chosen to minimize the sensitivity function of
the system to external disturbances.

In order to achieve a large sensitivity to forces and torques,
SAC utilizes the inverse dynamics of the exoskeleton as
positive feedback so that the loop gain for the exoskeleton
approaches unity (slightly less than 1). The control system
output in each phase is as follows. In SSA phase, the control
low is chosen such that

τact = G(θ ) + (1 − α−1)[M (θ )θ̈ + V (θ, θ̇ )θ̇ ] (5)
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FIGURE 3. Diagram for SADRL strategy.

where α is the sensitivity factor vector whose components
are all greater than 1. The control low in SST phase takes the
same form as the SSA phase. In double support phase, the
controller is chosen such that

τact,R = GR(mTR, θR) + (1 − α−1
R )

[MR(mTR, θR)θ̈R + VR(mTR, θR, θ̇R)θ̇R]
τact,F = GF (mTF , θF ) + (1 − α−1

F )
[MF (mTF , θF )θ̈F + VF (mTF , θF , θ̇F )θ̇F ]

(6)

where αR and αF are the sensitivity factor vectors for
active joints of the rear leg and front leg respectively.
The fixed sensitivity in SAC is, however, not adaptable
to the HEI dynamics changing from person to person and
within a person as a function of time and posture. The pro-
posed SADRL strategy aims to produce the suitable actuator
torque to minimize the equivalent HEI torque by adjust-
ing the sensitivity adaptively according to the exoskeleton
state.

A. STATE SPACE AND ACTION SPACE
In this work, sensitivity adjustment is interpreted as an MDP
problem. Considering that SAC predicts the human motion
intention using measurements only from the exoskeleton,
we also choose measurements only from the exoskeleton as
the state for the MDP problem, which is a 21-dimensional
vector consisting of the exoskeleton trunk pitch angle and
angular velocity, and joint angles, angular velocities and
angular accelerations of hips, knees and ankles. The action
for the MDP problem is specified as the sensitivity for the
four active joints. Given that the sensitivity factors vary in a
wide range, the policy doesn’t directly output the sensitivity
factors. Instead, we choose to let the policy learn the follow-
ing sensitivity-related vector β whose components all range
in the interval (0,1).

β = 1 − α−1 (7)

Then the sensitivity adjustment problem can be viewed as
finding the optimal policy for the MDP, and can be solved
using reinforcement learning algorithms.

B. LEARNING ALGORITHM AND NETWORK
The algorithm used in this work is Twin Delayed Deep
Deterministic Policy Gradient (TD3) [48], a model-free off-
policy actor-critic method. TD3 is an improvement of Deep
Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [49]. DDPG com-
bines Deterministic Policy Gradient (DPG) [50] with Deep
Q-Network (DQN) [51]. TD3 improves DDPG in three
aspects: introducing clipped Double Q-Learning to reduce
variance by reducing the accumulation of errors; proposing
delaying policy updates until the value estimate has con-
verged, to address the coupling of value and policy; intro-
ducing target policy smoothing regularization strategy where
a SARSA-style update bootstraps similar action estimates to
further reduce variance.

FIGURE 4. Network architectures of the Actor and the Critic.

OneActor and two twin delayed Critics are created in TD3.
The Critic networks share the same architecture but have
different weight parameters. The network architectures of the
actor and the critic are illustrated in Fig. 4. The state, the
input of the actor, is a 21-dimensional vector consisting of
the angles, angular velocities, and angular accelerations of
the exoskeleton trunk orientation, hips, knees, and ankles,
while the action, the output of the actor, is a 4-dimensional
sensitivity-related vector for the four active joints. Two hid-
den layers with 512 neural units are used for actor. ReLU
activations are used between the hidden layers, and the output
of the actor is passed through a sigmoid function to limit the
range of the final output. The critic receives both the state
vector and action vector and outputs the value. The action
is passed through one hidden layer and the state is passed
through two hidden layers, with each hidden layer having
512 neural units. Then the two 512-dimensional vectors are
added up to one that is activated by ReLU functions. The
output layer only has one neural unit representing the value
function.

C. REWARD FUNCTION
The reward function guides the direction of parame-
ter optimization during the learning process. Since the
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misspecification of the reward function can have unintended
and even dangerous consequences, it is critically important
to design a suitable reward function for each task. In our
scenario of the LEHPA system, the HEI forces are the key
indicator to judge the performance of the control system.
Therefore, the reward function in this work is defined as
the weighted sum of five local reward terms which are the
functions of the HEI forces at the five human-exoskeleton
interfaces, namely the back, thighs, and shanks respectively.
The HEI force at the back consists of three components:
the pitch torque Tpitch, the force along the sagittal axis FS ,
and the force along the vertical axis FV . The HEI force
at each leg segment consists of two components: the one
along the central axis of the segment and the other normal
to the central axis. The eight HEI force components at four
leg segments are FnRT , FtRT , FnRS , FtRS , FnLT , FtLT , FnLS ,
and FtLS respectively. The eleven HEI force components are
depicted in Fig. 5.

FIGURE 5. HEI forces used in reward function.

The reward function is expressed as

r =

5∑
i=1

wiri (8)

where ri is the local reward term with respect to the i − th
human-exoskeleton interface. The local weightwi determines
the contribution of ri to the reward. Each local reward takes
the following form:

ri = exp(−
∑
j

kij|
Fij
1ij

|
2) (9)

where Fij represents the j − th HEI force component at the
i − th human-exoskeleton interface. 1ij is the normalization
term carefully selected to normalize Fij, and the exponent
weight kij determines the contribution of the normalized force
component to the exponent. The notations of the eleven HEI
force components are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Notations of Fij .

IV. TRAINING IN SIMULATION
A. MULTIBODY SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
In order to learn the SADRL strategy safely and efficiently,
a multibody simulation environment is created based on the
MATLAB/Simscape physical modeling toolbox to imple-
ment the training process in virtual scene. As is shown in
Fig. 6, the multibody simulation environment consists of the
human body model, the exoskeleton model, the terrain and
interaction models at all the human-exoskeleton interfaces.
Additionally, a novel hybrid inverse-forward dynamics sim-
ulation method of the coupled human-exoskeleton system is
proposed to carry out the simulation. The human body joints
are modeled as inverse dynamics joints while the exoskeleton
joints are modeled as forward dynamics joints. As is illus-
trated in Fig. 7, the human body model is driven by reference
motions of different walking speeds adapted from the original
reference motion and leads the exoskeleton model to move
through HEI forces generated by HEI models. Contrary to
those that directly input joint trajectories into the exoskele-
ton model to compute joint torques, this method demon-
strates the dynamic interaction process between the pilot
and the exoskeleton during walking, revealing the essence
of the cooperative movement. The original reference motion
is a whole gait cycle of joint trajectories of hips, knees
and ankles sampled at 240Hz by the motion capture system
(Mtw Awinda, Xsens) from human walking on the tread-
mill at 2.8 km/h for 334 time steps, about 1.39s. Reference
motions of different walking speeds are acquired by stretch-
ing or compressing the cycle of the original reference motion
and then extending the motion by copying it repeatedly. Note
that by varying the walking speed in this way, the resulting
reference motions are still physically feasible, with the foot
fixed on the ground throughout the stance phase.

1) HUMAN BODY MODEL
The human body model is a simplified surrogate of the
pilot. Upper limbs and the degrees of freedom of lower
limbs in the frontal and transverse planes are omitted since
only the movements of lower limbs in the sagittal plane are
considered in this work. Consequently, each leg only has
three degrees of freedom, the hip flexion/extension, the knee
flexion/extension, and the ankle dorsiflexion/plantarflexion.
Note that the human body model is rigid and the flexibility
of human muscles and the harness is integrated into the HEI
models.

2) EXOSKELETON MODEL
The exoskeleton model is a simplified version of the CAD
prototype. Each subassembly is simplified as a part and the
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FIGURE 6. The multibody simulation environment.

FIGURE 7. Diagram for SADRL strategy in simulation environment.

degrees of freedom at hips and ankles in the frontal and
transverse planes are omitted.

3) THE HEI MODELS
The HEI between the human model and the exoskeleton
model takes place at several human-exoskeleton interfaces,
namely the back, thighs, shanks, and feet. In this paper, only
the HEI in the sagittal plane are modeled as we only focus on
the movements in the sagittal plane.

The HEI at the back is modeled as a combination of a
spring-damper with a torsional spring. The spring-damper
determines the force component caused by the position differ-
ence between the human and the exoskeleton at the back HEI
interface, while the torsional spring determines the torque
component caused by the orientation difference between the
two. Each HEI at the thigh or shank is respectively modeled
as a spring-damper. The HEI at the foot is modeled as two
spring-damper systems at the heel and toe. The stiffness
and damping of the torsional spring at the back are set
to 20 Nm/rad and 0.5 NmB7s/rad. The stiffness and damping
constants of each spring-damper are listed in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Parameters of spring-dampers.

4) TERRAIN
In the multibody simulation environment, the terrain is fixed
to the world frame and interacting with the underneath of the
exoskeleton foot. Some structured terrains, for example, level
ground, slopes of different degrees, stairs of different heights
and widths, are commonly used in exoskeleton research.
In this work, the level ground is modeled as a flat plate in
the simulation of exoskeleton level walking.

The ground react force is generated by two rows of Spatial
Contact Force blocks placed at the inner and outer sides of
the underneath of the exoskeleton foot respectively. In each
Spatial Contact Force block, the normal contact force perpen-
dicular to the ground is computed using the force equation of
the classical spring-damper model, while the frictional con-
tact force parallel to the ground is computed using the Smooth
Stick-Slip law. The stiffness and damping of spring-damper
model for the normal contact force are set to 2e4 N/m and
4e2 NC,B7s/m respectively. For the frictional contact force,
the coefficients of static friction and dynamic friction are set
to 0.9 and 0.7.

B. TRAINING SETUP
The training proceeds episodically. The walking speed of the
reference motion for each episode is limited in the interval of
[2.8, 5.6] km/h by choosing randomly the gait cycle length
in the interval [0.696, 1.392] seconds. At the start of each
episode, the initial joint angles of both the human model and
the exoskeleton model in the multibody simulation environ-
ment are chosen randomly from the reference joint trajecto-
ries. A rollout is then simulated by following actions from
the policy at every time step. To avoid excess explorations of
poor states, an early termination mechanism is introduced to
terminate the episode early and set the remaining rewards to
be 0. In our training task, an early termination is triggered
when the vertical distance between the two sides of the back
human-exoskeleton interface is more than 0.3m or the abso-
lute value of the exoskeleton trunk pitch angle is over π/6
rad. An episode terminates at a predetermined time horizon,
namely the maximum simulation time of an episode, or until
an early termination occurs. The simulation rate is set to
2kHz. Target joint angles are computed every 40 ms, leading
to a policy query rate of 25 Hz, while the low-level joint PD
controllers run at the same rate as the simulation. The time
horizon for each episode is set to 5s.

The values of local weights, normalization terms and expo-
nent weights are set by experience and shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 3. Values of reward function parameters.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, the HEI forces at the back, thighs, and
shanks are chosen as the evaluation reference to evaluate the
power-augmenting effect of the exoskeleton system. Root-
mean-square (RMS) values of these HEI force components
in Table 1 are used as the performance indicator:

F̄ =

√
1
T

∫ T

0
F2dt (10)

where F represents one of the aforementioned HEI force
components and T is the time duration. Considering HEI
forces may be not strictly periodic, we set T to 5 gait cycles.
For comparison purposes, SAC is introduced as a benchmark.
The ratio of F RMS in SADRL to that in SAC is calculated
to depict the performance improvement of SADRL relative to
SAC quantitatively:

λ(F) =
F̄SADRL
F̄SAC

(11)

where F̄SADRL and F̄SAC denote F RMS in SADRL and SAC
respectively.

To evaluate the performance at different walking speeds,
we implement the comparison at five different reference
walking speeds, i.e., 2.8 km/h, 3.5 km/h, 4.2 km/h, 4.9 km/h,
and 5.6 km/h, and calculate the weighted average ratio for
each HEI force component by:

λ̄(F) =
1.5λ1(F) + 2.5λ2(F) + 3λ3(F) + 2λ4(F) + λ5(F)

10
(12)

where λ1(F), λ2(F), λ3(F), λ4(F), and λ5(F) represent the
ratios at 2.8 km/h, 3.5 km/h, 4.2 km/h, 4.9 km/h, and 5.6 km/h
respectively. To evaluate the overall improvement, the lumped
ratio is defined as the weighted sum of weighted average
ratios of the aforementioned HEI force components:

λ⋆
=

∑
i

wi
∑
j

kijλ̄(Fij) (13)

where wi and kij are the local weight and exponent weight
also used in the reward function.

Since different sensitivities have different control effects,
five constant sensitivities are chosen to carry out the evalua-
tion by setting β to 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. It is found that
all HEI force component RMS values in the case of β = 0.1
are all less than their counterparts in other cases. Thus, the
case of β = 0.1 is chosen as the benchmark to evaluate the
proposed SADRL strategy. Since the movements of the two
legs are symmetrical and differ little from each other at the
timescale of gait cycles, it is rational to assume that each HEI
force component at the left leg has the sameweighted average
ratio as its counterpart at the right leg:

λ̄(FnLT ) = λ̄(FnRT )
λ̄(FtLT ) = λ̄(FtRT )
λ̄(FnLS ) = λ̄(FnRS )
λ̄(FtLS ) = λ̄(FtRS )

(14)

Thus, we can omit the prolix calculation for the HEI forces
at the left leg and only calculate the RMS values and ratios
of the HEI force components at the right leg for the sake of
simplicity.

The RMS values of HEI force components at the back,
right thigh, and right shank at the five specified walking
speeds are shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, and Fig. 10. It is worth
mentioning that the RMS values of the seven HEI force
components may be different from those in reality because
of the reality gap, especially the differences between the
interaction models in the multibody simulation environment
and the straps in the real world, but it doesn’t impact on the
comparison between SADRL and SAC.

It can be seen from Fig. 8 to Fig. 10 that at each walking
speed the RMS values of the seven HEI force components in
SADRL are all less than their counterparts in SAC. The RMS
values of Tpitch and FV in SADRL are less than their RMS
values in SAC, proving that more payload weight is trans-
ferred to the ground successfully in SADRL. The RMS values
of FS , FnRT , FtRT , FnRS , and FtRS in SADRL are less than

FIGURE 8. HEI force RMS at the back.
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FIGURE 9. HEI force RMS at the right thigh.

FIGURE 10. HEI force RMS at the right shank.

their RMS values in SAC, meaning that SADRL can reduce
the misalignment between the pilot and the exoskeleton and
improve the motion tracking performance.

The RMS of Tpitch, FV , FnRT , and FtRT in SAC decrease
sharply with the increase of the walking speed. FS RMS in
SAC decreases first and then increases as the walking speed
grows, whereas the RMS of FnRS and FtRS don’t change
significantly. The phenomenon indicates that SAC performs
badly at low walking speeds and is only suitable for high
walking speeds. However, in SADRL, the RMS of most HEI
force components increase slightly or even keep in low levels.
Even though FS RMS in SADRL increases significantly with
the increase of the walking speed, it is still less than that
in SAC. This proves that SADRL is suitable for the entire
walking speed interval.

It is found from Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 that RMS values of
FnRT and FnRS are much greater than those of FtRT and FtRS
respectively whichever control strategy the system adopts,
showing that a HEI force at the right thigh or shank is dom-
inated by its normal component. This is rational because the

FIGURE 11. Normalized HEI force RMS.

joint misalignment between the human and the exoskeleton
mainly leads to deviation normal to the segment and the
equivalent HEI torque at the joint is produced by the HEI
force component normal to the segment. The RMS of FV in
SAC is greater than that of FS at slow speeds whereas the
reverse occurs at fast speeds. However, FS always dominates
in SADRL because FV keeps in a low level.

TABLE 4. Ratios of HEI force components.

Table 4 presents the normalized RMS of the seven HEI
force components at the five walking speeds and their corre-
spondingweighted average ratios. In order to facilitate further
analysis, these normalized RMS are also presented in Fig. 11.
The normalized RMS of FS are much greater than those of
FV , demonstrating that the deviation between the pilot and
the exoskeleton at the back in the sagittal axis is more difficult
to reduce than the that in the vertical axis in the existence
of walking speed. The normalized RMS of most components
increasewith the increase of thewalking speed. This is caused
by the decrease of their RMS in SAC and slight increase
of their RMS in SADRL. Comparing the weighted average
ratios of the HEI forces at the back, right thigh, and right
shank, we find that the closer a human-exoskeleton interface
is to the passive ankle joint, the greater the weighted average
ratios of the HEI force components at the human-exoskeleton
interface except FS . The passive right ankle is driven only by
the equivalent HEI torque, which is mainly produced by the
HEI force at the right shank, especially during stance phase
when the fixed foot acts as the base.
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Finally, we acquire the lumped ratio of the HEI forces in
SADRL relative to those in SAC λ⋆

= 0.54.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes the SADRL strategy for the lower-limb
exoskeleton for human performance augmentation. The deep
reinforcement learning framework is introduced to learn
appropriate sensitivities from exoskeleton motion informa-
tion. To train the policy safely and efficiently, a multibody
simulation environment is created to carry out the training
process, accompanied by a novel hybrid inverse-forward
dynamics simulation method. For comparison purposes, The
SAC strategy is introduced as a benchmark to assess the
improvement of SADRL. A new performance assessment
method based on HEI forces at the back, thighs, and shanks
is proposed to evaluate the control effect of the SADRL con-
troller quantitatively. The lumped ratio of the HEI forces in
SADRL is as low as 0.54, proving that the proposed SADRL
strategy has provided the exoskeleton with the ability to adapt
to the varying HEI dynamics and reduce the dependence on
model accuracy. In terms of the HEI force at the back, its
component in the sagittal axis is more difficult to reduce than
that in the vertical axis owing to the walking speed. The HEI
forces close to the passive ankle joints are more difficult to
reduce because they undertake the task of driving the ankle
joints.

The future work will focus on the following aspects. First,
the controller can be trained further on more terrains to
adapt to complex environments. Some terrains like slopes of
different degrees and stairs of different heights and widths
will be created in the multibody simulation environment
and the reference motions of human walking on these ter-
rains will be sampled and used to drive the human body
model. Moreover, some efforts will be made to close the
reality gap when the learned control strategy is transferred
from simulation to reality successfully. Finally, the deep
reinforcement learning framework will be employed on the
real exoskeleton to fine-tune the controller in the real-world
environment.
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